
Salutations all. My name is Christopher McNally, 
and I am a zoology student at Glasgow – as well as
Time Magazine’s Person of the year 2006 (seriously).
I am driven, confident and any other adjective you 
would use before a job interview which should make
me capable to bring the wacky and wonderful that
is best befitting of ‘le social committee’ (addis best befitting of ‘le social committee’ (add
bilingual to that list). My QMU career can be 
summed up as the dafty who wears silly hats and 
gets shouted at by his da, but I’m hoping to prove
I’m serious enough for the role of Social Convenor. 

I want to be a rep simply because I have been involved for a year now, and it is the best 
thing I have done at uni. Yes, that includes my essays.

A tA trend I plan on continuing is the unwanted, football analogies (blame my predecessor). 
After being loaned into the QMU in the winter window, I made quick work on improving the 
committee with innovative ideas like ‘The Florida man’ & ‘VK’  rounds which earned myself a 
loan extension till the end of the season.

Enough talk, moEnough talk, more walk on why you should vote for me to be signed on a full -time deal. I 
plan on bringing more interesting ideas to the unions Wednesday and Friday night quizzes, 
and hope to make the reputation of the QMU one of which anyone can come along to have 
some fun. I also want to keep a close relation with our other committees, and 
sub-committees like Elephant in the Room, in ensuring their events run in our union smoothly, 
with just a touch of social genius. The pool league is a staple of the QMU, and I wish to work 
in close relation with them to make sure the league can run smoothly & their ideas are 
catecatered to with as much ability as I can. I would say at times I can be too ambitious (sue 
me for dreaming) but you need imagination on Social Committee.

I also will work as best I can with everyone involved in the union, as the key to success is 
always cooperation. As social convenor, I would try my absolute best (and then some) in 
ensuring the social committee do what it does best and bring a laugh, even on the bleakest 
of days.

CHRIS MCNALLY
          Social Convenor


